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—at the bend in the path by an ash tree—

An Ash tree may be recognised even in winter by its smooth grey—green

bark on the branches,Also by its characteristic pairs of jet—black buds.

The ash fruit is a single—ringed seed called a Ikeyt which hang in bunches.

A Hazel can also be seen here,a typical understorey plant.This specimen is

too young to -oroduce nuts ftcob_nutst,or ‘fiiherts’).Eazels have a leaf—

shape which is easily identified,and at this time of year,pairs of catkins

(male flowers)can be seen ready to e:pand and shepàllenin sprirg.

The fern close by is a Male fern,underneath its fronds,the ‘son’,

(spore bearing bodies)are visible as pairs of small rust—coloured

bean—shaped structures.
Another flowenless plant can be found here,

also enjoying the shady,damp conditions provided 5y the overhanging

trees;this is a moss (Fissidens bryoides).

Look out also for;wild Clematis,Cow parsley,

Hogweed,Honeysuckle (Woodbine) ,and Hawthorn.

continue along the path,to the top of the steps at the woodland edge.
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To the right of the clearing,a great amount of wild Clematis is scrambling
over trees and shrubs.Also known as ‘Old man’s beard’,it likes growing

By the left of the path,a plant with dark green leaves and
tiny white flowers is growing,this is Wavy Bittercress.Though small,
the flower is typical of the Crucifer (cabbage) family,having four
petals arranged in a cross—shape.

To the right of the path is a spindly,blue—green plant,this is Field
Horsetail.Horsetails are related to the giant ferns hat produced our
coal.They contain a great deal of silica,and in the past were used to
scour pots and to burnish metal.

Further along the path on the left,is a tall plant with whitish
undersides to its deeply toothed leaves—this is Mugwort,used in the
past to impart the ‘bitter’ flavour to beer.

—go along the path and turn left at the junction
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At the bottom of the steps,look towards Honor Oak station....

The tall,dark green tree is a Turkey Cak,which at close range can be

identified by its jagged,lobed leaves,’whiskers where the buds join

the stem,and its bristly acorn cups.
Many Silver Birches are growing

here,with their diamond—shaped leaves,reddish twigs and light—coloured

papery bark.They are typical of well—drained,aCidic soils.
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on chalky soil.It dislikes acid conditions,which is why it stops at

the edge of the grass area.The soil under te grass has been dumped on

the site,probably when the Croydon Canal was filled in0lt is composed

largely of crumbs of material left over from brick—making,and has a pH

of 6.0 (7.5 is neutral)
Fine short grasses thrive liere,including Creeping

Bent—grass,?Ieadow Foxtail, and Red Fescue,several mosses occur here,also

enjoying the acid conditions.

Further along the path,other species that are typical of acidic soils

are;Rest Harrow, Mouse—ear Hawkweed,Cats’s Ear and Gorse.

——————continue down the path to Stop Four——————

Notable here is an example of the Evergreen Cak,also called

or ‘Spanish’,or ‘Holm —Oak.It does not have the lobed edges

other oak species,but does bear recognisable acorns.
In autumn many examples

of the Fly—garic toadstool grow under the birches.Formerly the crumbled

head of this fungus was placed in saucers of milk to kill flies.Like other

fungi,the minute threads thich are present in the soil,have an association

with the finer roots of a particular tree,—in this case,the birch.

return back along the path,up the steps,turn left to Stop Five————
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there cuttings have been piled,Hawthorns grow by the path.lso known as

‘uickthorn’,or’Nay—tree’,In the past,it had many uses.Gate—posts were

made from its timber, so hard, that even when driven into the soil,they

would last as long as cast—iron.

Its berries called ‘haws’, were made into jefly,or brewed,farmers used

the tree to produce impenetrable hedges,and the ‘mayflow-ers’,were used

as decoration, and symbols in many folk—festivals.

Cherries are growing at this spot too,

these appear to be wild (otherwise called ‘Gean’), but they could be

degenerate descendents of cultivated trees, since there was at lest

one allotment on this site.Again, there are RasDherr here,and although

a wild variety of raspberry does occur,it is more likely,that on this

disturbed ground,that they too have been introduced.

Michaelmas Daisies are found here too,a ‘garden—escape’,that is becoming

a bit of a pest.

Brambles are invading the grassland ,and will need to be controlled. But

ail theseplants produce abundant food for birds and small mammals.

——————————continue along the path until it becomes clear to the left

S

Stand at the edge of the slope and look down towards the railway.To the left is an

Elder tree:a shrub rather than a tree,since it seldom reaches 25ft.in height.In

winter,when the large compound leaves have fallen,the Elder can easily be identified

by its fawn coloured bark with numerous raised lenticels (pores).

Beyond the Elder is a Turkey oak,growing next

to this,and underneath it,is a native oak called a Sessile Oak.This oak has leaves

which join their stalk at a sharp angle,and acorns that have very short stalks.

bthe right of these two trees is an example

of the other native oak,called Common or Pedunculate.The leaves of this oak have

small back_projections (called auricles),and the acorns have a long stalk 1-5cm.

long.
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Further to the rightis a fine specimen of an

Ash,in front of this a large clump of Rosebay Willow Herb,also called ‘Fireweed’.

Before the Great Fire of London,this plant was relatively rarein the spring and

summer of the next year this willow herb spread rapidly,and soon became as

common as we know it now.In late summer the pink-red flowers and grey-white

fluffy seed heads can look like fire and smoke - hence the name Fireweed.

return to the main path,continue to Stop Seven
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Hawthorns on each side..

Look for a plant with large ‘rabbit ear-

shaped’ leaves,sprouting from the soil without a stalk.This is Horse-radish,

whose roots are groud up to make horseradish sauce.

In this area too, is a large clump of

Michaelmas Daisy,a ‘garden escape’.Related to the Sea Aster, a native plant,this

daisy has been cultivated,and is spreading rapidly,crowding out other wild flowers.

continue along the main path,turning left down the slope,at the bottom

turn right parallel to the drainage channel to Stop Eight

d 5Wt?7.
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A shaded clearing under multi-trunked Sycamores.

Noticeable here is a large amont of

bare ground with few plant species.Only those which are shade tolerant can

survive.Old ant-hills can be seen,as these meadow ants need sunlight to warm

the nest to hatch their young.Once shaded by vegetation,the right temperature

cannot be maintained,and the nest is abandoned.

The Sycamore trees have become the dominant

species here-closing their canopy and preventing growth of most other plants.

ferns,however,can manage in low light-levels,

as can Dog-Violets,since they flower and fruit early in the season,before the

lef-canopy is entirely closed.

can be seen here too,with a characteristic

elongated shape to the leaves that occurs in shady conditions (compare leaf-shape

in other areas here). Also,astonishingly,at this stop,Bitter Vetch

is growing,a plant that is rare in the Greater London area.Leafletsare in 2-3

pairs,its stem is winged.Through most of the flowering season the petals are

red-pink,but towards the end they turn a deep blue.This makes it a most unusual

plant.

pass up the slope to the top of the bank to Stop Nine
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A small overgrown grassland clearing on the ridge of the embankment.

This stop shows a stage in a process known

as “succession”.At ground-level, a few weedy grasses can be seen.Creeping Thistle,

Raspberry,Bramble,and Hawthorn,have invaded the area which used to be rough..

pasture.Abandoned ant-hills show that for about fifty years the spot was open.

Sycamores are competing to dominate the area Elderberries are still growing at

the edges,but are likely to be forced out as the canopy does over them.

cross the overgrown clearing,continue through the Hawthorn-dominated

- woodland,back to the main path to Stop Ten
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At the edge of the woodland on the left,in a narrow grassland clearing on the

ridge.

Ragwort grows here,three types in all,

are growing on this reserve.Coutmon Ragwort has smooth leaves,is much taller,

and has narrower petals than Oxford Ragwort.Oxford Ragwort was introduced

into this country and originally existed in a botanic garden in Oxford,from

there it has spread far and wide.The wind from railway trains blows its seed;

it can often be seen from train windows.Hoary Ragwort is as tall as Common

Ragwort,but theudersides of its leaves have a woolly surface.

Michaelmas Daisy,and Golden Rod can

be found heretoo, and are other examples of plants whose seeds are spread along

railways.
Various Clovers,and Vetches are found

here.They are all of the Pea’family of plants,whose roots have swollen parts

that contain bacteria that can absorb nitrogen from the soil.The bacteria

process the nitrogen into a type the plants can absorb.This is why farmers

grow clover on fallow fields-it acts like a green_fertiliser.

this is the last stop on this temporary Nature Trail.As you pass back

to the entrance alaig the main path,see if you can identify the plants

that have already been described

Ragwort grows here,three types in all,

are growing on this reserve.CommOn Ragwort has smooth leaves,is much taller,

and has narrower petals than Oxford Ragwort.Oxford was introduced into this

country,originally existing only in a botanic garden in Oxford
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